Dear MCC Partner:

On behalf of the Michigan Cancer Consortium (MCC), we invite you to be a financial supporter of the MCC.

MCC Member contributions will offset 2020 Annual Meeting expenses, which allows us to offer a modest registration fee for participants. In addition, your contributions will help support the MCC website, committee meetings, priority workgroups, governing meetings as well as the production and dissemination of MCC materials and resources.

2020 MCC Annual Meeting Highlights
Date: Thursday, October 29, 2020
Location: The University Club, 3435 Forest Road, Lansing, MI 48910

- Spirit of Collaboration Award
- MCC Inspiration Award
- MCC Champion Award

The Michigan Public Health Institute (MPHI) is representing the MCC as the fiduciary. Contributions can be made payable to MPHI:

MPHI
Attn: Amy Stagg
2364 Woodlake Drive, Suite 180
Okemos, MI 48864
Secure Fax Line: (517)324-7324

We are grateful to MCC organizations that have contributed in the past and hope that each MCC Partner will consider becoming a contributor this year. We will acknowledge all financial contributors at the Annual Meeting on welcome slides and in the printed Program Book. In addition, each contributing organization will receive 1 complimentary registration to the MCC Annual Meeting on October 29, 2020.

Enclosed is a Financial Commitment Form for your convenience. Please complete the form and send your response no later than June 30, 2020 so that we can plan accordingly.

If you have any questions, please contact Amy Stagg at (517) 324-7310 or stagga@michigan.gov.

Thank you for your commitment to the MCC.

Sincerely,

Dana Zakalik, MD
MCC Co-Chair

Deb Doherty, PT, PhD, CEAS
MCC Co-Chair
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